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"No-till, strip - till, vertical tillage Ferrie shares this example: You For example : . 
and cover crops all work on soil in no-till soybeans into corn stalks to 

If the field is well drained . 

a vertical format. You can mix and obtain the benefits of no-till. The 
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"If you implement a new system, growing on a horizontal layer. Corn If a field is wet, and crop emer-

such as strip-till or no-till, on soil roots will grow along the top of the gence is a challenge, strip-till or run 

with layers of varying density, you dense layer, rather than pushing row fresheners to prepare a strip 

are using only part of a system. You through it. Water will spread out on for planting. 

probably won't realize the maximum top of the layer instead of penetrat-
benefit," he adds. ing into the soil. If drainage is moderate, and 

A vertical format means remov- "So you saved money up front, a field is slow to dry, run a vertical 

ing all horizontal barriers and not but you probably will harvest less harrow ahead of your planter. 
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bulk density," Ferrie explains . pass in the spring with a vertical and no-till or strip-till. 
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